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Synchrony in replication initiation 
 

 

Mats Walldén 

 

Sammanfattning 
 

 

Vid DNA-replikation fördubblas kopietalet av ett genetiskt element som sedan kan fördelas 

mellan de blivande dottercellerna. Replikationen av kromosomen i bakterien Escherichia coli 

påbörjas, initieras, vid ett givet stadium av dess cellcykel. Denna händelse utgör den mest 

kritiska punkten för reglering av cellens kromosomantal. Tiden som krävs för att replikera 

kromosomen utgör en stor del av cellcykeln. För att hinna färdigställa kromosomen innan 

celldelningen måste den molekylära reglermekanismen uppfatta i vilket skede av cykeln 

cellen befinner sig och initiera replikationsprocessen med tillräcklig tidsmarginal. För att 

minska sin generationstid kan E. coli tillåta att initieringshändelser sker innan en tidigare 

påbörjad replikation har avslutats. Flera begynnande kromosomkopior finns då tillgängliga i 

cellen och det har iakttagits experimentellt att dessa initierar samtidigt, dvs. säga i synkroni.  

 

För att undersöka förutsättningarna för molekylär reglering av replikationsinitiering skapades 

en synkron replikationsmodell bestående av icke-linjära ordinära differential ekvationer. I 

detta examensarbete karaktäriseras reglering av och synkronin med vilken 

initieringshändelsen sker i termer av reglermekanismernas känslighet fördelat längs 

cellcykeln. Dessutom introduceras ytterligare en regleringsmekanism och effekterna 

undersöks i kontrast till den ursprungliga modellen.  
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Introduction 
DNA replication is a fundamental reproductive process in which the genome of an organism 

duplicates. The associated regulatory mechanisms must ensure that each daughter cell receive 

at least one copy prior to cell division. Replication initiation, the event that triggers an 

instance of replication, constitutes the primary level of copy number control of a genetic 

element. The properties of regulatory mechanisms will typically vary with the type of genetic 

element they regulate. Plasmids, extra-chromosomal genetic elements, often exist at high 

copy number per cell and often have an exceedingly shorter replication time than the cell 

generation time. Subsequently the time scale at which the plasmid adjusts a deviation in copy 

number to a set point is much shorter than the generation time. Copy number control under 

these conditions may therefore operate independently of the cell cycle and allow 

asynchronous initiation throughout the generation time (1). The chromosome however, exists 

at low copy number per cell and will replicate over a large portion of the cell cycle.  Therefore 

the associated control mechanisms must initiate prior to a given phase of the cell cycle in 

order to successfully complete replication before cell division (2; 3).  

 

The criteria for accurate regulation are heightened further still in the bacterium Escherichia 

coli, which can reduce its minimum generation time beneath the chromosomal replication 

time by allowing overlapping rounds of replication (4). This necessitates that several nascent 

chromosomal copies initiate in relative synchrony (4). Initiation of chromosomal replication 

in E. coli occurs synchronously once every cell generation, upon binding of an activator 

protein, DnaA, to the origin of replication, oriC. Replication is mediated at replication forks 

in the DNA molecule which proceed bi-directionally from the oriC to the terminus region of 

the chromosome (5; 3). Once initiated the replication time is 40 minutes irrespective of the 

generation time, which under reference conditions is roughly 60 minutes (3). During optimal 

growth conditions however the generation time may be reduced to a mere 20 minutes (3). 

DnaA may initiate replication after forming an active complex with ATP, DnaA-ATP (5). In 

addition to the oriC, DnaA-ATP may also bind to various loci along the chromosome. The 

primary of which is datA, which may accommodate several hundreds of activator molecules 

(6).  DnaA-ATP may be inactivated into DnaA-ADP (5).  This primarily occurs via an 

interaction of the DNA polymerase beta subunit and sequestered activator molecules. This 

mode of inactivation is referred to as Regulated Inactivation of DnaA-ATP, RIDA.  

 

Replication of datA will generate two nascent copies of datA leading to a drastic decline of 

free activator molecules (7). DnaA-ATP preferentially binds to datA compared to the oriC. 

This entails that datA be saturated by activator molecules in order for sufficient free activator 

concentrations to accumulate, allowing replication to initiate (8). The time difference 

separating initiation and datA replication introduces a delay into the premises according to 

which the associated copy number control mechanism must act. Describing the accurate 

regulation of a regulatory mediator, such as DnaA, presents a challenge stipulated in the auto-

regulation sequestration paradox, i.e. “how a molecule sequestered by binding to DNA may at 

the same time accurately regulate its own synthesis” (9).  This paradox applies to the 

regulation of replication initiation since DnaA-ATP molecules are sequestered, i.e. bound to 

the chromosome, in great numbers for extended periods of the cell cycle. Such premises may 

lead to erroneous regulation were the system reliant on a simple negative feedback loop of 

DnaA-ATP. However the finding that both forms of DnaA may negatively regulate the 

transcription of the dnaA gene inspired a novel description in which regulation of DnaA 

synthesis is mediated by its inactive form, DnaA-ADP (8; 10). While overcoming the paradox 

this mechanism is reliant on high rates of synthesis and inactivation of DnaA-ATP for 

accuracy and features a spontaneous inactivation DnaA-ATP rather than RIDA (8). This 

mechanism was originally featured in an asynchronous plasmid model (8).  
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To further address the issues of pertaining to the regulation synchronous initiation by DnaA a 

synchronous plasmid model, consisting of nonlinear Ordinary Differential Equations, ODEs, 

was devised (8). It enabled the modeling of a delay by partitioning the replication process into 

sequential replication states and a mode of regulation of synchronous initiation to which the 

self-regulatory mechanism of DnaA was fitted (8). In this study the control mechanisms of 

synchronous initiation and accurate auto-regulation of DnaA-ATP through RIDA in the 

synchronous plasmid model are characterized by emphasizing the roles of sensitivity 

amplification factors of regulatory mechanisms in conjunction with temporally distinct events 

acting as cycle coordinates. The method here employed consists of partial analytical treatment 

complemented by numerical integration in MATLAB.  

The Molecular Premises of Synchronous Plasmid Model 
The premises of the model are outlined in Fig. 1. The rate of initiation is modulated by free 

activator binding to the oriC according to the following reaction scheme 

 ���� + ���	 ∙ 	�� �� ���� ∙ ���	 ∙ 	�� 

 

with the pertaining equilibrium dissociation constant KI. Activator binding to datA occurs 

according to  

 � ∗ ���	 + ���	 ∙ 	�� ��� � ∗ ���	 ∙ ���	 ∙ 	�� 

 

where N is the stoichiometry ratio of the number of activator molecule which may be 

accommodated at one datA locus. The equilibrium dissociation constant for binding, KD, for 

this reaction is determined by the concentration of binding site (datA), [BS], the total 

activator concentration, xt, the free activator concentration xf, and N as 

 

�� = ��(���� − (�" − ��))�" − ��  

Eq 1 

where xt-xf represents the concentration of sequestered DnaA-ATP molecules in the system. 

 

�" − �� = ���� �� + �� 

Eq 2 

Solving this expression for xf results in the following expression for the free activator 

concentration.  

 

�� = − 12 (�� + ���� − �") + &14 (�� + ���� − �")( + ���" 

Eq 3 

This statement relies on the assumption that number of sequestrated activator molecules at the 

oriC is negligible compared to that at datA. Synthesis of DnaA-ATP is repressed by binding of 

the synthesis inhibitor, DnaA-ADP, to a promoter element regulating the transcription of the 

dnaA gene. The equilibrium binding of the reaction is illustrated by the following reaction 

scheme. ���	 ∙ 	�� + ���	 *�+,+�-� .� ���	 ∙ 	�� ∙ ���	 *�+,+�-� 
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with the associated equilibrium dissociation constant, Ka. All binding reactions are assumed 

to be equilibrated immediately.  

 

 
Fig. 1 The Molecular Premises of the Model. Activator regulation, Perfect and By the RIDA mechanism. Replication 
is initiated in response to activator molecules binding to the oriC with equilibrium dissociation constant KI. This is 
represented by the initiation potential, rI, which is positively modulated by the free activator concentration, xf. 
However the activator will preferentially bind to the major activator binding site, datA. The binding site can 
accommodate a large number of activator molecules, N, and has to be saturated in order for free activator 
concentrations sufficient to allow the system to initiate to accumulate. Replication of the binding site results in a new 
copy of the binding site. This leads to a drastic decline in free concentration and subsequently in the initiation 
potential. The total activator concentration can by accurately regulated in response to the concentrations of the 
inactivated form, DnaA-ATP. The synthesis potential, rs, is negatively modulated by DnaA-ADP, acting as a 
synthesis inhibitor.  

Population Growth 
The model describes a bacterial population under conditions of exponential growth. Therefore 

the system volume, Ω, is described by  

 Ω = Ω0e23 
Eq 4 

where µ is the growth rate and Tgen is the generation time. 

 µ = ln 2�789 

Eq 5 

As all molecular species in the system are continuously diluted a subsequent death term will 

enter all ODEs uniformly.   

Modeling the Replication Process 
The replication process represented in this model is partitioned in to a finite number of states, 

r, through which initiated molecules must proceed sequentially to complete their replication.  

This enables the modeling of a time-delay introduced by replication of spatially separated 

regulatory loci such as the oriC and datA on the bacterial chromosome. The implications of 
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this procedure may be illustrated (Fig. 2) as introducing an axis from the oriC to the terminus 

on the circular plasmid generating two equal halves. Each half is further divided into r-1 

segments of equal length. A replication state index, i, is assigned to represent two segments 

symmetrically mirrored on each side of the axis. The segments flanking the oriC on in both 

directions are designated by i=1, which are followed by the neighboring segments designate 

i=2, and so on along the plasmid ending in the flanking regions of the terminus, which are 

designated i=r-1. The position of the oriC will regarded as the zeroth position. The last state, 

i=r, represents the intact plasmid, i.e. devoid of any current replication, which is the only state 

from which the system may initiate and is therefore referred to as the replication competent 

state. The corresponding replication state concentrations, yi, represent the concentration of 

current replication of plasmid segments i. This symmetrical partitioning represents bi-

directional replication as a ratcheted one-step process and enables differential location of loci 

along the plasmid Fig. 3.  The partitioned process is uniform for all intermediate states, 

i=2,…, r-1 where replication progresses at a constant and uniform replication rate. 

 :;<= , � = 1, … , � − 1 
Eq 6 

The dynamics of for these states are described by a set of ODEs. 

  <@= = :;<=AB − (:; + µ)<=  ,   � = 2, … , � − 1 
Eq 7 

In which molecules enter an intermediate state from the previous state i-1 and leave by 

entering the next consecutive state i+1. 

The concentration of all molecules species are continuously diluted with by the growth rate µ. 

The replication rate constant, kR, is determined by the number of states and the replication 

time, Trep. :; = ��C8D 

Eq 8 

This entails that kR is adjusted to the partitioning to maintain the expected replication time, 

Trep. Therefore the number of states represents the resolution of the discretization of the 

replication process. The process is bounded by the first and last states, the dynamics of which 

are described by  <@B = 2E − (:; + µ)<B 
Eq 9 

<@C = :;<CAB − E − µ<C 
Eq 10 

Here the initiation event enters the model in the form of the initiation rate, I, as the birth term 

in the first state and as a death term in the last. Therefore molecules both enter and leave the 

replication process through initiation, forming a self referring closed loop. The doubling term 

associated with the birth term of the first state represents the duplicative nature of replication, 

upon which the template molecule will double its copy number. The terms of these 

differential equations not associated with initiation match those of the intermediate states and 

behave in the same manner. Therefore complete set of equations describing the replication 

states is <@B = 2E − (:; + µ)<B <@= = :;<=AB − (:; + µ)<=  ,   � = 2, … , � − 1 <@C = :;<CAB − E − µ<C 

 

From these state variables all other entities necessary to describe synchronous replication 

initiation may be derived.  
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Fig. 2 Partitioning of the Replication Process. The effects of partitioning the replication process may be illustrated 
by the following scheme. First a symmetric axis is introduced along the plasmid starting at the oriC and ending at 
the terminus (dashed line). Second the plasmid is divided into r-1 segments of uniform length symmetrically along 
each side. A replication index is assigned sequentially starting with the regions flanking the oriC and ending with 
the regions flankning the terminus to each segment. The replication states have to be traversed sequentially to 
complete replication. Replication states 1 to r-1 represent the replication of segments 1 to r-1. State r represents 
intact plasmid, devoid of current replication and is the only state from which the system is allowed to initiate. The 
oriC is located at the zeroth position and is replicated immediately upon initiation. The position of the binding site 
relative the oriC is determined by the assigned replication index, BSi. 

 
Fig. 3 Replication as a Ratcheted one-step Process of Intermediate States. Initiated molecules replicate by 
traversing the intermediate replication states sequentially with a uniform transmission intensity determined by the 
replication rate constant, kR. This intensity is adjusted to the number of states r so as to maintain the overall 
replication time, Trep. 
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Fig. 4 The dynamics of the replication process outlined. Molecules in the replication competent state enter the first 
replication state with the initiation rate, I. The intrinsic doubling property of DNA replication is represented by in 
the birth rate of the first state. The molecules propagate uniformly though the intermediate states passing the state 
associated with the binding site and ultimately accumulating once more in the last state. The concentrations of all 
molecular species are continuously decreased as a result of dilution by the growth rate, µ.    

Replication Initiation  
The initiation rate represents the initiation event in the model and is defined as the product of the 

maximum initiation rate constant, kI, the initiation potential, rI and the replication competent state 

concentration, yr. 
 E = :F�F<C  
Eq 11 

Initiation has for all intermolecular constellations an assigned initiation potential which acts 

as a conditional switch. The initiation potential is represented by a Hill function of xf. 

 

�F = G���FH9�

1 + G���FH9� 
Eq 12 

The cooperativity factor, nI, describes the synergistic effect of activator binding to oriC on the 

degree of activation. The initiation potential ranges from 0 to 1, representing a continuous 

scale of relative activation. Over a critical range of xf, the initiation activation range, the 

potential will sigmoidally switch on as the activator concentration increases (Fig. 5).  
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Fig. 5 The Initiation Potential. The initiation potential is represented by a Hill function of the free activator 
concentration, xf, signifying a positive response in the degree of activation to increasing xf. The sharpness of 
activation is positively determined by the cooperativity factor, nI. The position of the switch is determined by the 
dissociation constant of activator-oriC binding, KI. 

 

 

The position of this range is determined by KI, which represents the free concentration at 

which the potential is half of its maximum value, i.e. where  

 �F(�F) = 12 

Eq 13 

The span of the initiation activation range shrinks for increasing values of nI. Therefore this 

parameter governs the sensitivity of the switch and as nI goes to infinity the potential assumes 

the characteristics of the Heavyside function, Θ(xf -KI) and the range shrinks to a singular 

point, xf = KI. 

 lim9�→M �F(��) = Θ(�� − �F) = N0        �� < �F1        �� ≥ �F R 
Eq 14 

Since the free activator concentration is a function of [BS] and xt so is the initiation potential. 

 �F = �F(��� , �") 
Eq 15 
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The control mechanism regulates the oriC concentration, y, by sensing and acting in 

accordance of the binding site concentration. The oriC concentration is derived as the sum of 

all replication states. 

< = S <=
C

=TB  

Eq 16 

It can also be described as a differential equation. 

 <@ = E − µ< 
Eq 17 

The dynamics of the binding site concentration heralds the delayed dynamics of the oriC 

concentration.  

 ��� ∝ <(� − ∆�) 
Eq 18 

The replication delay, Δt, is dependent on the position of the binding site, relative the number 

of states. The delay is positively related to the relative distance from the oriC to the binding 

site. ∆� = ���� �C8D 

Eq 19 

The binding site concentration is described by the following differential equation. 

 ���� �� = :;2 <WX= − µ���  
Eq 20 

The concentration increases with the replication of the binding site. The birth term is halved 

to compensate for the bi-directional definition of the replication states and that a locus is only 

situated on one side of the plasmid.  Here an important feature of the replication state 

concentrations is realized, namely that they are not synonymous with the corresponding locus 

concentration. A replication state is occupied only during current replication of a locus and 

will decrease as a result of on-going replication. The locus concentration will decrease by 

dilution alone. Equivalently the binding site concentration can be derived from the state 

variables as  

��� = 12 S <=
WX=
=TB + S <=

C
=TWX=YB  

Eq 21 

In this study the mechanism of initiation will characterized in two cases pertaining to the 

regulation of total activator concentration, perfect regulation, and regulation by RIDA. In the 

case of perfect regulation the total activator concentration is constant and xt is regarded as a 

parameter.  ��" = 0, �@" = 0 
Eq 22 

In modeling activator regulation by RIDA the total concentration assumes the form of a 

variable in addition to the inhibitor concentration, xd. Neither of these may be derived directly 

from the state concentrations and therefore two dimensions, xt and xd, are added to the model.   

The case of perfect regulation will serve as a reference, in contrast to which the effects of 

variable activator regulation may be characterized.  
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The Qualitative Behavior of the Synchronous Plasmid Model 
The behavior of the synchronous plasmid model will depend largely on the numerical values 

of the parameters. At the reference parameter set (Tab. 1), chosen to reflect physical 

observations, the variable trajectories are attracted to an isolated closed trajectory, a limit 

cycle. These trajectories may be assessed by numerical simulation the output of which is 

presented in Fig. 6. Initiation increases the oriC concentration and ushers a pulse into the 

chain of state variables that progresses through the replication process, ultimately gathering in 

the replication competent state. The amplitude of the pulse decreases as a result of to 

continuous dilution. As the pulse passes the position of the binding site its concentration will 

increase and equate that of the oriC. Once gathered in the replication competent state the 

system will await the increasing initiation potential before re-initiating another round of 

replication. These qualitative phases, Initiation, Replication and Dilution form differential 

cycle coordinates, which may serve as temporally distinct function handles in relation to 

which the regulatory mechanisms may act.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6  The Qualitative Behavior of the model. Upon initiation molecules leave yr and enter y1, the oriC concentration, 
y, is increased but the binding site concentration, [BS] remains unaffected. The initiated molecules form pulse that 
traverses the replication states sequentially. As the pulse enters the state associated with the binding site, [BS] 
increases to assume the value of y. Thus [BS] and y are separated by a   time delay caused by replication. The pulse 
eventually accumulates in the replication competent state awaiting the initiation potential to initiate once more. The 
temporally distinct phases form cycle coordinates in accordance to which control may be exerted. 
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Constant Activator Concentration 
  Parameter 

 
Reference Value Unit 

kI Maximum initiation rate  0.1  s-1 

µ Growth rate  1.9· 10-4  s-1 

nI Cooperativity Factor for Activator Binding to the oriC 4 

 
KI Dissociation Constant for Activator binding to the oriC  8·10-7 M 

KD Dissociation Constant for Activator binding to datA  3.8· 10-9 M 

N  Stoichiometry of Activator Binding to datA 500 

 
xt Total  Activator Concentration  7.95 10-6 M 

r Number of Replication States 100 

 
kR  Replication Rate Constant r/(Trep·60)  s-1 

BSi The Position of datA Relative to the oriC r/2 

 

    Initial 
Conditions 

   
Ω0 System Volume 10-15  l 

yi0 Intermediate Replication State Variables, i=1….,r-1 0 M 

yr0 Replication Competent State 10/( Ω0·NA)  M 

    Variable Activator Concentration 
  Parameters 

   
ks Maximum Synthesis Rate Constant 0.2 s-1 

Ka Dissociation Constant for Inhibitor Binding to dnaA Gene  2·10-6 M 

na Cooperativity Factor for Inhibitor binding to dnaA Gene 4 

 
kd Inhibitor Degradation Rate Constant 2.65·10-4 s-1 

    Initial 
Conditions 

   
xd0 Inhibitor Concentration  2·10-6 M 

xt0 Total  Activator Concentration  6·10-6 M 

 

 

 
Tab. 1 The Reference Parameter Set. The parameters and initial conditions are chosen to reflect physical values. For 
the variable activator concentration 4 additional parameters and 2 initial conditions are introduced to the model. 
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Sensitivity Amplification Factors of Initiation 
The sensitivity amplification of a response, r, to a signal, s, is defined as 

  

	C,Z = [� \�\[ 

Eq 23 

The signal s may in turn be a response to additional signals, s1,…sn. 

  [ = [([B, … , [9) 
Eq 24 

The total sensitivity amplification of a response, r, to s1,…, sn is derived according to the 

chain rule by partial differentiation of r with respect to s1,…sn, as 

 

	C,Z]…Z^ = [� \�\[ _[B[ \[\[B + ⋯ + [9[ \[\[9a 

Eq 25 

This statement can be arranged in terms of sensitivity factors according to their 

interdependencies as  	C,Z]…Z^ = 	C,Zb	C,Z] + ⋯ + 	C,Z^c 
Eq 26 

 

The sign of each factor defines the response as positive or negative modes of regulation, 

meaning activation or repression in response to an increasing signal respectively. The 

initiation sensitivity amplification factors may be found by studying the differential of rI (Eq 

15) with respect to [BS] and xt 

 

��F = d \�F\��e d \��\��� e ���� + d \�F\��e d\��\�"e ��" 

Eq 27 

The resulting partial derivatives may be rearranged in as sensitivity factors according to the 

definition in Eq 23 and Eq 26.  

 ��F = �F��� 	FB	F(���� + �F�" 	FB	Ff��" 

Eq 28 

The global initiation sensitivity factor, AI, is  

 

	F = �F�� d \�F\��e g ����� d \��\��� e + ���" d\��\�"eh = 	FB(	F( + 	Ff) 

Eq 29 

The primary initiation sensitivity factor, AI1, is derived by differentiation of Eq 12 and 

rearranges to  

 	FB = �F(1 − �F) 
Eq 30 

This factor is strictly positive and is dependent on nI as its maximum value. 

max {	FB} = �F 
Eq 31 
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The second initiation sensitivity factor, AI2, is derived by differentiation of Eq 3 with respect 

to [BS] and may be rearranged to 

 

	F( = − ���� 
2m14 (�� + ���� − �")( + ���"

 

Eq 32 

This factor is strictly negative and may therefore by expressed in terms of its magnitude as 

 	F( = −|	F(| 
Eq 33 

The third initiation sensitivity factor, AI3, is derived analogously by differentiation of Eq 3 

with respect to xt and rearranged to  

 

	Ff = �" _1 + ���� a
2m14 (�� + ���� − �")( + ���"

 

Eq 34 

This factor vanishes under the assumption of perfect activator regulation since it is associated 

with the time derivative of xt (Eq 22). For variable activator regulation this factor and its 

effects on regulation must be accounted for. The switch property of AI2 and AI3 derive from 

the denominator factor, DI, common to both AI2 and AI3 (Eq 32, Eq 34).  

 �F = 1
2m14 (�� + ���� − �")( + ���"

 

Eq 35 

The magnitude of DI is determined by   

 ∆F= �� + ���� − �" 
Eq 36 

Maximum sensitivity of AI2 and AI3 will be attained when the denominator is minimal, i.e. 

when ∆I is zero (Fig. 8) which occurs when ��� = �" − ���  

Eq 37 

Inserting Eq 37 into Eq 3 transforms the free activator concentration at maximum sensitivity 

into 

 ��opq = r���" 
Eq 38 

The corresponding maximum of the denominator factor is  

 ,��{�F} = 12r���" 
Eq 39 
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The maximum sensitivity for AI2 and AI3 can be derived by inserting Eq 39 into Eq 32 and Eq 

34 and rearranging.  

max {|	F(|} = 12 s& �"�� − &���" t 

Eq 40 

max{	Ff} = 12 s& �"�� + 1t 

Eq 41 

 

This states that the ratio between xt and KD governs the maxima of |AI2| and AI3. It also states 

that the maximum magnitude of AI2 is strictly smaller than AI3 for all parameter sets.  

 max {|	F(|} < max {	Ff} 
Eq 42 

For the reference parameter set, maximum initiation sensitivity coincides with the onset of 

initiation and replication of the binding site (Fig. 9). 

 

 
Fig. 7 The Dynamics of the Denominator factor, DI. The distribution of the denominator factor DI has two peaks 
along the cycle. The first has its maximum just at the onset of initiation. The maximum of the second peak coincides 
with the replication of the binding site.  
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Fig. 8 The ΔI factor. Sensitivity of the second and third initiation sensitivity factors is maximal when ∆I factor is zero. 
This occurs at the onset of initiation and coinciding with the replication of the binding site. 

 
Fig. 9 The distribution of the initiation Sensitivity factors AI1 and AI2. The distribution of the first initiation 
sensitivity factor, AI1, has a dip from initiation to the replication of the binding site and is maximal for the rest of the 
cycle. The magnitude of the second factor, |AI2|, has two peaks per cycle, one at the onset of initiation and the other 
coinciding with the  replication of the binding site. 
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The Initiation Potential as a Function of Sensitivity  
Assuming perfect activator regulation (Eq 28, Eq 22) the time derivative of rI is  

 

�@F =  �F��� 	FB	F( ���� ��  

Eq 43 

By inserting the time derivative of the binding site concentration (Eq 20) the expression 

transforms to  �@F =  �F	FB _:;2 	F(��� <WX − µ	F(a 

Eq 44 

 

Rearranging to instead describe the logarithm derivative and accounting for the true sign of 

AI2 (Eq 33) yields 

  � ln �F�� =  µ	FB|	F(| − :;2 	FB |	F(|��� <WX 

Eq 45 

Here the mechanism of the initiation potential becomes apparent, the strictly positive and 

negative terms acts as onset and offset rates respectively.  

 uF,v9 = µ	FB|	F(| 
Eq 46 

 

uF,v�� = :;2 	FB |	F(|��� <WX= 
Eq 47 

 

Integration of Eq 45 after inserting Eq 46 and Eq 47 results in the following expression for the 

initiation potential.  

 

�F(�) = �F(0) exp dx uF,v9−uF,v��
"

0 �ye 

Eq 48 

The potential onset rate RI,on is dependent on the cycle distribution of the sensitivity and has 

its maximum at the onset of initiation and at the replication of the binding site (Fig. 10).   

The offset term RI,off is related to the replication of the binding at where it retains its maximum 

value. The maximum magnitude offset term exceeds the magnitude of the onset term at the 

replication of the binding site and shuts off the initiation potential. 
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Fig. 10 Amplitude of the potential onset and onset rates. The distribution of the onset of the initiation potential, RI,on 

along the cycle shows two peaks, coinciding with the onset of initiation and the replication of the binding site. The 
offset rate, RI,off , has one peak coinciding with the replication of the binding site. This peak exceeds that of RI,on 
shutting of the initiation potential. 

 

 
Fig. 11 The time integral of RI,on and RI,off over one cycle. The time integral of the onset and offset rates of the 
initiation potential is larger than zero from the onset of initiation to the replication of the binding site and less than 
zero in between.  
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Characterization of the Initiation Rate 
The dynamics of the initiation rate may be characterized in terms of sensitivity factors by 

studying the time derivative of the initiation rate (Eq 11).  

 �E�� = :F�@F<C +  :F�F<@C 

Eq 49 

Inserting the time derivatives of rI and y (Eq 44, Eq 17) yields 

 �E�� = :F�F<C	FB _:;2 	F(��� <WX= − µ	F(a + :F�F(:;<CAB − (:F�F + µ)<C) 

Eq 50 

During synchronous initiation, where yr is non-zero, the right hand side Eq 50 can be 

rearranged according to Eq 11 as 

 �E�� = E _	FB _:;2 	F(��� <WX= − µ	F(a +   :; <CAB<C − :F�F − µa 

Eq 51 

Accounting for the strictly negative second initiation sensitivity factor (Eq 33) and 

rearranging to form the logarithm derivative the statement is transformed into 

 � ln E�� = − :;2 	FB |	F(|��� <WX= + µ	FB|	F(| +  :; <CAB<C − :F�F − µ 

Eq 52 

Hence the corresponding onset and offset rates of initiation are 

 Ev9 = µ	FB|	F(| + :; <CAB<C  

Eq 53 

Ev�� = :;2 	FB |	F(|��� <WX= + :F�F + µ 

Eq 54 

By inserting Eq 53 and Eq 54 into Eq 52 and integrating the initiation rate is derived as 

 

E(�) = E(0) exp dx Ev9 − Ev���y"
0 e 

Eq 55 

In Eq 53 the relation between the initiation onset rate to the sensitivity factors is revealed. The 

sensitivity terms have a maximum at the onset of initiation and during the replication of the 

binding site. The offset rate is related to the replication of the binding site. The distribution of 

the rates determine the status of the system through integration over time (Fig. 12, Fig. 13) 

The offset term containing rI is also active during initiation and it shuts it off.  
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Fig. 12 The initiation onset and offset rates.  The initiation onset rate, Ion, has two peaks coinciding with the onset of 
initiation and the replication of the binding site. The offset rate, Ioff , has one peak coinciding with the replication of 
the binding site, that exceeds Ion. 

  

 
 

 
Fig. 13 Integral of Ion and Ioff over the cycle. The time integral of the initiation onset and offset rates are larger than 
zero during initiation and less than zero in between. This represents a signature of the control measures exerted 
along the cycle, regulating the initiation event. 
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Relating Sensitivity to Initiation Synchrony 
Synchrony, i.e. the temporal coherence of the initiation event is qualitatively defined as the 

time within which all replication competent molecules initiate. As a measure of synchrony the 

half-max width, τhmw, has been used (8). It is defined as the time difference separating the two 

initiation rate half-max values, Imax/2, during an initiation event (Fig. 14).  

 �opq/( = N�: E(�) = Eopq2 | 

Eq 56 

}~o� = Δ�opq/( 
Eq 57 

The magnitude of τhmw inversely relates to the synchrony of initiation (8). This measure of 

synchrony is however not easily related to the initiation sensitivity factors. An alternative 

approach to defining synchrony is by relating the distribution spread of the initiation rate, i.e. 

the width of the peak, to the maximum initiation rate. During synchronous initiation where 

 <WX= ,   <CAB = 0 
Eq 58 

 
Fig. 14 The half max width of the initiation rate. The difference between the time points at which the initiation rate is 
half of its maximum value constitutes the half-max-width. It is inversely related to the synchrony with which the 
system initiates. 

 

Maximum initiation occurs at time tmax 

 � ln E�� = µ	FB|	F(|"�.� − :F R�F|"�.� − µ = 0 

Eq 59 
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Stipulating a condition of maximum initiation from which it is possible to relate the initiation 

potential at maximum initiation, rI|tmax, to the sensitivity. 

 R�F|"�.� = R µ:F (	FB|	F(| − 1)�"�.�
 

Eq 60 

The maximum initiation rate Eq 11 is a product of rI and yr at time tmax. 

 

 Eopq = R:F�F<C|"�.� 
Eq 61 

Changes in rI|tmax due to changes in the parameter settings, most notably in those pertaining to 

the maximum sensitivity (Eq 31, Eq 40), will dominate the changes in Imax due to a difference 

in the order of magnitude compared to yr|tmax. The oriC concentration at the onset of initiation 

is determined by the binding site concentration at maximum sensitivity of AI2 (Eq 37). Which 

entail that the concentration of molecules available for initiation at the onset is roughly 

constant for changes in the parameters that govern the maximum initiation sensitivity. 

Therefore the distribution spread of the initiation rate is inversely related to the maximum 

initiation sensitivity. Hence rI|tmax constitutes a measure of the initiation synchrony of the 

system and relates maximum sensitivity to initiation synchrony. 

Modeling the RIDA Mechanism 
The dynamics of the total concentration is described by  

 �@" = � − �;F�� − µ�" 
Eq 62 

Stating that the activator concentration is increased with the synthesis rate, S, and decreased 

by the RIDA rate, SRIDA, as well as by dilution. The concentration of the synthesis inhibitor, 

DnaA-ADP, xd will be referred to as the inhibitor concentration, the dynamics of which are 

described by   

 �@� = �;F�� − (:� + µ)�� 
Eq 63 

The inhibitor concentration is increased by SRIDA and decreased by degradation, represented 

by the degradation rate constant, kd, and dilution. The synthesis rate, S, is the product of the 

maximum synthesis rate constant, ks, the synthesis potential, rs and the oriC concentration, y. 

 � = :Z�Z< 
Eq 64 

This signifies that the dnaA gene is co-located with the oriC in the model. The synthesis 

potential, rs, is in analogy to rI, also represented by a Hill function (Fig. 15 The Synthesis 

Potential.Fig. 15).  

 �Z = 1
1 + G���pH9. 

Eq 65 

This potential ranges from 0 to 1 and conversely to the initiation potential, switches off for 

increasing inhibitor concentrations.  
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The position of the synthesis switch range, is determined by Ka, which is the inhibitor 

concentration at which the rs assumes its half-max value. 

 �Z(�p) = 12 

Eq 66 

The cooperativity of binding, na, inversely determines the span of the switch range and thus 

the sensitivity of the synthesis potential. As for rI the synthesis potential will assume the 

character of a Heavyside function for infinitively large na.  

 lim9.→M �Z = Θ(�p−��) = N1    �� ≤ �p0    �� > �p R 
Eq 67 

The RIDA rate is proportional to the replication of the binding site and the bound activators 

per oriC. 

�;F�� = :;2 <WX= b�" − ��c<  

Eq 68 

 
Fig. 15 The Synthesis Potential. The synthesis potential is also represented by a Hill function of the synthesis 
inhibitor concentration, xd, signifying a negative response in the degree of activation to increasing xd. The sharpness 
of activation is positively determined by the cooperativity factor, na. The position of the switch is determined by the 
dissociation constant of inhibitor-dnaA promoter binding, Ka. 
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Fig. 16 The RIDA rate during the cycle. Sequestered activator molecules are inactivated with the RIDA rate, which 
coincides with the replication of the binding site. 

The Sensitivity Amplification of the Synthesis Potential 
The by taking the differential of rs (Eq 65) with respect to xd and arranging the resulting terms 

according to Eq 23 the relation between the changes in the potential and the synthesis 

sensitivity factor, AS may be derived. 

 

��Z = ��Z��� ��� = �Z�� _���Z
��Z���a = �Z�� 	Z��� 

Eq 69 

The synthesis sensitivity factor is in turn derived by differentiating Eq 65 with respect to xd. 

 	Z = −�p _���pa9. �Z 

Eq 70 

As is strictly negative for all xd and may therefore by rewritten in terms of its magnitude. 

 	Z = −|	Z| 
Eq 71 

The maximum magnitude of the sensitivity amplification factor is the value of the 

cooperativity factor na. ,��{|	Z|} = �p 
Eq 72 

The magnitude of As increases with the replication of the binding site and decreases 

monotonically until it is replicated again (Fig. 17).  
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The Synthesis Potential as a Function of Sensitivity  
The relation between the synthesis potential and the synthesis sensitivity factor may be 

derived by studying the time derivative of rs (Eq 65).  

 �@Z = �Z�� 	Z�@� 

Eq 73 

Inserting the time derivative of xd (Eq 63) yields 

 

�@Z = �Z	Z g�;F���� − (:� + µ)h 

Eq 74 

Studying the logarithm derivative and accounting for the true sign of AS (Eq 71) yields  

 � ln �Z�� = (:� + µ)|	Z| − |	Z| �;F����  

Eq 75 

The onset and offset rates of synthesis potential are therefore 

 uX,v9 = (:� + µ)|	Z| 
Eq 76 

uX,v�� = |	Z| �;F����  

Eq 77 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17 The distribution of the synthesis sensitivity amplification factor along the cycle.  The synthesis 
sensitivity factor increases drastically with the replication of the binding site and decreases monotonically in 
between.  
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The synthesis potential can be described in terms of the onset and offset rates by integration 

of Eq 75 in time. 

 

�Z(�) = �Z(0)exp dx uX,v9 − uX,v���y"
0 e 

Eq 78 

The offset rate, RS,on, has a sharp peak coinciding with the replication of the binding site as 

will the onset rate (Fig. 18). The trailing edge of the onset rate exceeds the offset rate after the 

replication of the binding site. The synthesis potential will therefore decrease abruptly with 

the replication of the binding site and increase during the rest of the cycle. (Fig. 18, Fig. 19).  

Characterization of the Synthesis Rate 
The dynamics of the synthesis event may be studied by differentiation of the synthesis rate, S 

, (Eq 64) with respect to time.  

 ���� = :Z�@Z< + :Z�Z<@  
Eq 79 

By inserting the expressions for the time derivatives of rs (Eq 74) and the oriC concentration, 

y (Eq 17) and accounting for the sign of As (Eq 71) and rearranging to form the logarithm 

derivative yields 

 � ln ��� = |	Z|(:� + µ) + E< − |	Z| �;F���� − µ  
Eq 80 

The positive and negative terms form the onset and offset rates of synthesis respectively.  �v9 = |	Z|(:� + µ) + E< 

Eq 81 

�v�� = |	Z| �;F���� + µ 

Eq 82 

The synthesis rate may derived in terms of the onset and offset rates by integrating Eq 80 with 

respect to time. 

�(�) = �(0)exp dx �v9 − �v���y"
0 e 

Eq 83 

The distribution of the onset rate has two peaks coinciding with initiation and the replication 

of the binding site respectively. The distribution of the offset rate has one peak coinciding 

with the replication of the binding site which exceeds the second peak of the onset rate (Fig. 

20). The time integral of the onset and offset rates reveals that the synthesis rate decreases 

abruptly with the replication of the binding site, increases gradually until initiation at which 

time the rate increases dramatically (Fig. 21). This positive relation to initiation is due to the 

co-localization of the dnaA gene and the oriC in the model.  
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Fig. 18 The synthesis potential onset and offset rates. The onset rate of the synthesis potential, RS,on, increases with 
the replication of the binding site and decreases in between. The offset rate, RS,off, coincides with the replication of the 
binding site and exceeds the onset rate.   

 

 
Fig. 19 The time integral of the synthesis onset and offset rates. The integral decreases drastically with the replication 
of the binding site and increases monotonically for the cycle coordinates in between.  
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The Effects of Variable Activator Regulation 
In modeling active regulation of the total activator concentration by the RIDA mechanism the 

third initiation sensitivity factor, AI3, (Eq 34) must be accounted for in expression for the time 

derivative of rI  �@F =  �F��� 	FB	F( ���� �� + �F�" 	FB	Ff�@" 

Eq 84 

The added term of the initiation potential can be further elucidated by inserting the time 

derivative of xt (Eq 62). 

 �@F′ = 	FB 	Ff�" �@" = 	FB 	Ff�" :Z�Z< − 	FB 	Ff�" �;F�� − µ	FB	Ff 

Eq 85 

Since AI3 is strictly positive the additional initiation onset and offset terms resulting from 

variable activator regulation are Ev9� = 	FB 	Ff�" :Z�Z< 

Eq 86 

Ev��� = 	FB 	Ff�" �;F�� + µ	FB	Ff 

Eq 87 

The distributions of the additional terms along the cycle determine their effects on the 

regulation of initiation. The complete onset and offset rates for variable activator regulation 

are obtained by adding Eq 86 and Eq 87 to Eq 53 and Eq 54 respectively. 

 Ev9 + Ev9� = µ	FB|	F(| + :; <CAB<C + 	FB 	Ff�" :Z�Z< 

Eq 88 

Ev�� + Ev��� = :;2 	FB |	F(|��� <WX= + :F�F + µ	FB 	Ff�" �;F�� + µ	FB	Ff + µ 

Eq 89 

As an effect of variable activator regulation the initiation onset term explicitly related to AI1 

and AI2 is weakened by the AI3. 

   µ	FB|	F(| �pC q����� µ	FB(|	F(| − 	Ff) 
Eq 90 

The loss of sensitivity is described by the difference separating the sensitivity factors (Eq 32, 

Eq 34). 

 

|	F(| − 	Ff = ���� − �" _1 + ���� a
2m14 (�� + ���� − �")( + ���� 

 
Eq 91 
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Fig. 20 The distribution of the Synthesis on and off rates. The synthesis onset rate, Son, has two local maxima, at 
initiation and at the replication of the binding site. The offset rate, Soff, has one peak coinciding with the replication 
of the binding site which exceeds that of the onset rate. 

 
Fig. 21 The time integral of the Synthesis onset and offset rates. The time integral of the synthesis onset and offset 
rates decreases drastically with the replication of the binding site. From the minimum value it increases gradually 
until initiation where it increases with more intensity. 
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The sign of Eq 91defines the role of the right hand term of Eq 90 as an onset term or an offset 

term. The condition for a reversal of the role of this term is  

 

|	F(| − 	Ff  ≤ 0, ��� < �"� d1 + ���� e 

Eq 92 

As stated in Eq 42 the maximum sensitivity of AI3 always supercedes that of AI2 and 

numerical simulation (Fig. 22) reveals that the above condition is true for all cycle 

coordinates. Hence the sensitivity in the term governing the onset of initiation in the case of 

perfect regulation is lost in the case of variable activator regulation.  

 

 
Fig. 22 Loss of sensitivity due to variable activator regulation. The inclusion of the third initiation sensitivity factor 
results in a loss of sensitivity in the onset term that previously allowed the system to initiate due to the similarity in the 
magnitudes of the second and third factor. Also the at all times slightly larger third factor leads to a reversal of the 
resulting term into a offset term. 

 

However the distribution of the additional onset term, resulting from the synthesis rate (Eq 

81) largely coincides with initiation due to the explicit inclusion of the initiation rate. Here the 

redeeming feature presents itself in the form of the added onset term related to the synthesis 

rate.  

 Ev9� = 	FB 	Ff�" :Z�Z< 

Eq 93 

For the offset terms the RIDA rate is by definition active in conjunction with the replication 

of the binding site. The resulting term coinciding with the replication of the binding site is 

 

 − :;2 	FB d|	F(|��� + |	Ff|�"
b�" − ��c< e <WX=  

Eq 94 
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This leads to an enhanced ability for the system to turn off the initiation potential upon 

replication of the binding site. Adjusting the initiation onset and offset rates accordingly 

yields.  

 Ev9 = :; <CAB<C + 	FB 	Ff�" :Z�Z< 

Eq 95 

Ev�� = µ	FB(	Ff − |	F(|) + :;2 	FB d|	F(|��� + |	Ff|�"
b�" − ��c< e <WX= + :F�F + µ 

Eq 96 

The distribution of the onset and offset rates in the case of variable activator concentration 

retains the basic features of the case of perfect activator regulation (Fig. 23). However a slight 

discrepancy is apparent in the time integral of the onset and offset rates (Fig. 24). The system 

is subject to a near linear baseline drift that persists for an arbitrary number of cycles. This 

means that the system does not form a closed loop since the system expands with each 

revolution. The rate at which the system deviates is however relatively small and the 

trajectory will stay close to the neighborhood from which it originated for an arbitrarily large 

number of oscillations. The effects of variable activator regulation on synchrony may be 

assessed by repeating by forming the initiation potential at maximum initiation, rI|tmax, 

including the additional onset and offset terms. 

 R� ln E�� �"�.� = R	FB 	Ff�" :Z�Z<�"�.�
− µR	FB(	Ff − |	F(|)|"�.� − :F R�F|"�.� − µ = 0 

Eq 97 

The obtained initiation potential of maximum initiation is 

 R�F|"�.� = :Z:F R	FB 	Ff�" �Z<�"�.�
− µ:F bR	FB(	Ff − |	F(|)|"�.� + 1c 

Eq 98 

The positive term, Tsynch, and the negative term, Tassynch, increases and decreases synchrony 

respectively. R�F|"�.� = �Z�9�~ − �pZZ�9�~ 

 
Eq 99 

Numerical simulation of Tsynch and Tassynch (Fig. 25) reveals that terms share a common 

distribution along the cycle coordinates. However the magnitude of Tassynch is, due to the 

inclusion of the growth rate, dwarfed by Tsynch. The effect on synchrony due to of the loss of 

sensitivity upon introduction of the third initiation sensitivity factor is remedied by the 

additional onset term resulting from activator synthesis, allowing the system to initiate in 

synchrony.  
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Fig. 23 Ion and Ioff for variable activator regulation. The qualitative features of the initiation onset and offset terms 
along the cycle are maintained in spite of the partial loss of sensitivity.   

 

 

 

Fig. 24 Time Integration Ion and Ioff for variable activator regulation. The time integral of the initiation onset and 
offset rates for variable activator regulation reveals that the system is subject to a near linear baseline drift. This 
indicates that the trajectory of the system is not a closed cycle but instead that more material is added to the cycle for 
each revolution.  
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Fig. 25 The Terms of rI|tmax. The positive terms of the initiation potential at maximum initiation, rI|tmax dwarf the 
negative terms allowing the system with variable activator regulation to initiate in synchrony. 
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Insights Offered by the Synchronous Plasmid Model 
In this study the regulation of replication initiation in the synchronous plasmid model has 

been described in terms of sensitivity factors and cycle coordinates. Initiation synchrony has 

been related to the sensitivity of the system. Furthermore the accurate regulation of activator 

synthesis by the RIDA mechanism has been modeled and the resulting effects on regulation 

and synchrony characterized. The results indicate that regulation of synchronous replication 

initiation requires a temporal organization, cycle coordinates, which may be modeled by 

introducing sequential intermediate states into the replication process. In addition initiation 

must occur with sufficient intensity to create a temporally distinct pulse which may traverse 

the replication process and re-initiate a new pulse of non decreasing amplitude. This intensity 

is directly related to the sensitivity of the regulatory mechanisms in the model. The 

distribution of the sensitivity along the cycle coordinates governs the dynamics of regulation 

and synchrony of replication initiation in the form of a competing interplay of increasing and 

decreasing terms. The status of the system in relation to these terms is determined through 

integration over time, which offers a mode of maintaining a regulatory status during cycle 

coordinates at which no major regulatory event occurs.  

 

The distribution of the each sensitivity factor may be tuned individually by altering the 

intrinsic parameters. However highly sensitive switches that operate on smooth continuous 

intervals are invariably highly nonlinear. This combined with self referential nature of the 

model renders many aspects of it analytically unsolvable. Predicting the effects on the 

qualitative behavior of the model due to changes in the parameters is difficult.  Therefore 

exploring parameter space is largely a task of trial and error in which all parameters and initial 

conditions have to be adjusted to each other in order to yield a functioning mode of 

regulation. When modeling activator regulation by the RIDA mechanism an additional circuit 

is added to the model. As a result the dynamics of regulation changes drastically, yet the 

qualitative behavior of the model remains intact. The roles of the sensitivity factors are recast 

to form a new regulatory mode in which loss of sensitivity in original factors is redeemed by 

additional ones.  

 

The synchronous plasmid model offers quantitative insight into how an oscillating biological 

process may be accurately regulated. The ubiquitous occurrence of a cell cycle in living 

organisms entails that the reference state of life is cyclic. Equilibrium models that have a true 

steady state omit the effects of this most fundamental property. Developing quantitative non-

equilibrium modeling methodology is essential to unravel the workings of cell cycle 

dependent phenomena. This represents a serious challenge yet where life treads biology must 

dare to follow.  
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